HUGE! Joe Rogan Just Blew The Lid Off the Mainstream Media Lies About Ivermectin
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The mainstream media has absolutely lost it over the ivermectin treatment that Joe Rogan successfully used to recover from COVID.

And now that Rogan is back to hosting his podcast he is rightfully going on the offensive, even jokingly threatening to sue CNN over the garbage they are making up about him.

This is making the MSM lose it even more.

Even though ivermectin was declared a “wonder drug” and was put on the list of essential substances by the WHO, and its creators won a Nobel prize...

According to the MSM, it is just a horse dewormer. An anti-parasite horse paste. Etc.

In this video, I get into how Rogan has revealed his doctors told him to take this treatment and how there may even be a Big Pharma plot to make everyone who uses the treatment look crazy.

Something the AP, NPR, MSNBC, and Rolling Stone are engaging in, as they have all run completely bogus stories on the treatment.

Meanwhile, Jimmy Kimmel is regurgitating the fake story that people couldn’t get treatment for gunshot wounds because of horse paste.